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POLARBEAR Science Goals
• POLARBEAR will measure CMB 

polarization with unprecedented 
high precision 

• Prove the epoch of inflationary 
cosmology by detecting B-mode 
polarization pattern generated by 
primordial gravitational wave

• sensitivity for scalar to tensor 
ratio r=0.025 (95%CL)

• Weak lensing by large scale 
structure also generates B-modes at 
smaller angular scales

• Sensitive to sum of neutrino 
mass: 75 meV (68%C.L.) 
(combined with Planck)
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E-mode

Inflationary B-mode

POLARBEAR expected 
sensitivity (3 seasons)

Weak-lensing B-mode



Huan Tran Telescope (HTT)
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• Beam Size: 3.5’ at 150GHz
→ sensitive to weak lensing B-modereceiver

secondary
mirror

3.5m primary mirror:
2.5m high accuracy 
monolithic panel
+ guard ring panel

off-axis Gregorian 
Dragone design

cold stepped-rotating HWP



Antenna-coupled TES Bolometer Arrays
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Total: 7 wafers ⇔ 637 pixels (1274 bolos)

Expected Array Sensitivity: ~13 µK√s

91 pixels (182 bolometers) per 
wafer under AR-coated lenslets

TES bolometer

Microstrip Filter (150GHz)

Dual-Polarization
Slot Antenna



Results from Engineering 
Run in East California
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• End-to-End test of entire system

• Telescope, bolometer, readout, 
cryogenics, data acquisition, Quick-
look software, etc.

• During summer 2010 at Cedar Flat, 
California, the CARMA (Combined 
Array for Research in Millimeter-
wave Astronomy) site at 2200m 
altitude.

• Three of seven wafers were installed.

HTT at the CARMA site, 2010



Beam Map (Jupiter)

Effect estimated 
sys. error

requirem
ent for 
r=0.025

Differential Beam Size 0.4% 1.5%

Differential Pointing 0.41” 1.1”

Differential Ellipticity 0.5% 2.9%

• Made Beam Maps using Jupiter

• beam size: 3.8 arcmin (FWHM)

• consistent beam with optics 
simulation

• Estimated differential beam 
systematics

• Systematic beam difference 
between two polarization 
detectors makes fake B-mode 
signal.

• Beam systematics are 
satisfactorily low for r~0.025 
sensitivity.
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N. J. Miller et al., PRD 79, 063008 (2009)
N. J. Miller et al., PRD 79, 103002 (2009)
M. Shimon et al., PRD 77, 083003 (2008)
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Figure 6: Polarbear maps of TauA, a polarized supernova remnant. TauA is barely resolved, so the map

is effectively a polarized beam map, although the small amount of ellipticity seen in the Q maps is consistent

with that expected from other maps of TauA. Left: I, Q, and U maps of TauA with a range of half-wave

plate angles. The data is consistent between wave-plate angles. Right: Map of TauA with all half-wave

plate angles combined. Polarized intensity
�

(Q2 + U2) is shown in color and polarization angle as lines.

Effect Type Measured Required

(r = 0.025)

Differential Pointing 0.41
��

1.1
��

Differential Ellipticity 0.5% 2.9%

Differential Beam Size 0.4% 1.5%

Table 1: Measured beam parameters compared to re-
quirements to limit optics-induced systematic errors. The
requirements are for negligible systematic error on the
B-mode power spectrum at l = 100 for a model with
tensor-to-scalar ratio r = 0.025. The Polarbear mea-
sured beams achieve the requirements.

sistent with those expected from the computer

simulation of the design. They are Gaussian

in shape with a FWHM size of 3.8 arcminutes

across the full field of view. The beams have

an ellipticity of 3%. This small ellipticity comes

from the telescope and reimaging lenses and is

common to both polarizations, which does not

introduce a beam-sourced systematic error as

discussed below.

For differential polarization measurements, it

is important that the beams for the two polar-

izations in one pixel are well matched. The two

beams should have the same shape, size, and cen-

ter position on the sky. A difference in shape

between the two polarized beams allows leak-

age from intensity to polarization when the two

beams are subtracted.

We quantify these effects with the terms dif-

ferential ellipticity, differential FWHM, and dif-

ferential pointing. The measured quantities for

the Polarbear receiver are shown in Table 1.

The beam performance is excellent in all three

parameters and limits temperature leakage to an

acceptable level for an r = 0.025 measurement

as will be discussed further in the section on sys-

tematic error control. The beam performance is

consistent between daytime and night.

Figure 8: Sum and difference of bolometers in a

pixel demonstrating common-mode removal of atmo-

spheric fluctuations. The knee at 100 mHz in the

difference data is likely an upper limit due to length

of data stream.

Fig. 8 shows the power spectrum of the

sum and difference of two bolometers in a pixel

demonstrating high common-mode rejection of

atmospheric fluctuations. The 1/f knee in the

sum is 8 Hz and 100 mHz in the difference. The
reduction in amplitude of atmospheric fluctua-

tions is a factor of 100 at 100 mHz. The esti-

mated knee frequency of 100 mHz is an upper
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Noise Property
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• Large common mode noise reduction in the pair difference
• 1/f noise ~ 100mHz

• Achieved expected NET at the California site

Sum and difference of
a pair bolometers

calibrator test signal

primordial gravitational wave
weak lensing

0.1Hz 10Hz 100Hz
Frequency

1Hz



Tau A observation
• Tau A is a supernova remnant SN1054 a.k.a. the Crab nebula.

• A bright polarized source from synchrotron emission of electrons in the nebula.

• A good calibration source for polarization angle calibration.
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• Validated polarization sensitivity 
of the whole observation system 
of POLARBEAR

• Agrees with J. Aumont et al. 
(2010) (IRAM 30m telescope at 
90GHz)

P=√(Q2+U2)



Deployment at Atacama 
Desert in Chile
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Telescope/Site Deployment
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Telescope Assembly

Site deployment was started 
in mid-September 2011.



Installing Focal Plane/Receiver
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Focal Plane/Receiver 
Assembly

Hoisting Receiver
up on Telescope



Ready for 
Observation
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• The design of the bolometer 
saturation power is confirmed to be 
suitable to the Chilean sky.

• The cryogenic performance of 
the receiver is excellent.

• The bolometer readout including 
related software is working well.

•The telescope works well.

HTT at the James Ax Observatory



First Light
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• Achieved first-light on January 10th, 2012!

• Four months after we started pouring concrete

Jupiter



Beam Map with Chile Data 

• 3.5 arc-min Gaussian beam

• More detailed study is in progress.
16

coadded all pixels



Observation Plan for CMB

• Three 15x15deg patches

• 700 deg2 deep observation

• Selected lowest dust 
region 

• Overlapping with QUIET, 
EBEX, Herschel, Planck

• Foreground contamination 
can be constrained by

• QUIET (40+90GHz) for synchrotron

• Planck (217+353GHz) for dust

• cross-correlation with IR 
galaxy count observation
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POLARBEAR patches

Dust Map and Observation
Patches of Various Experiments



POLARBEAR-2
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Figure 14: Measured spectral response of 90/150
GHz pixel. 150/220 GHz is planned for polarbear-
2. The efficiency and bandwidth of the detectors is
consistent with the design values. The plot is nor-
malized to unity, but the efficiency of the receiver is
40-50% implying a pixel efficiency of 70%

the advantage of being physically compact com-
pared to distributed filters. The band shapes are
close to the design shape. Optical efficiency is
similar to the polarbear-1 pixels, roughly 40-
50% for the end-to-end receiver which implies
70% for the pixel using an estimate for the effi-
ciency of the window and blocking filters in the
receiver.

We have been collaborating with Gabriel Re-
beiz, a Professor of electrical engineering at
UCSD and an expert on electromagnetics and
antennas. He will collaborate on this proposal
on electromagnetic simulations of the pixel de-
sign.

We plan to use silicon contacting lenslets. We
have also used alumina lenslets, but the silicon
is a slightly better index match to the wafer. We
plan to use a similar antireflection coating to that
used on the large alumina reimaging lenses, that
is, Stycast 2850 and Teflon. In the case of the
lenslets, we will mold the Stycast to the lenslet
using a precise metal mold. The Teflon layer is
then adhered using a second thin layer of Sty-
cast 2850. We have built prototypes using this
method.

As with the antireflection coating of the large
alumina reimaging lenses, technical risk is re-
duced by the existence of alternates to our base-
line. On the polarbear-1 lenslets we use a ther-
moformed plastic coating that is adhered to the
lenslet in a mold. It would be practical to add
a second layer using a plastic with lower index
such as sintered Teflon. The advantage of the
epoxy-based coating is that there is a path to a
three-layer coating by use of the loaded epoxies
which we have developed. The three-layer coat-
ing would allow a 90/150/220 GHz three-band
pixel to be used. Finally, direct machining of
grooves on the silicon as discussed earlier is an-

other alternate.

3.4.2 Array Configuration

The polarbear-1 array was built using 10-cm-
diameter wafers. We have migrated our process
to 15-cm-diameter wafers for polarbear-2 as
shown in Fig. 11 . Each wafer has 271 6-mm
diameter pixels with a total of 1,084 bolometers
on each wafer. Seven wafers make up the full
polarbear-2 array with 7,588 total bolometers.

The sub-arrays will be built into modules
similar to the polarbear-1 modules shown in
Fig. 11. The cold components of the bolome-
ter readout will be mounted on circuit boards
directly behind the bolometer wafer.

The lenslets are located using circular de-
pressions that are trench etched into a “spacer”
wafer that is in direct contact with the bolometer
wafer. The alignment of the antenna and lenslet
must be accurate to a tenth of a wavelength.
The etched depressions are positioned accurately
to within several microns and the spacer wafer
and bolometer wafer are aligned optically to the
needed accuracy.

3.4.3 Array Fabrication and Test Plan

Under this proposal, the detector arrays will be
built and assembled into modules at Berkeley. A
postdoc and graduate student will work on the
array fabrication. Some fabrications steps are
done by the microlab staff. We have built arrays
for apex-sz, spt, ebex, aste, and polarbear-
1 using a similar arrangement.

Testing of the arrays is a substantial task,
and it will be distributed between Berkeley,
UCSD, and Colorado. All three institutions
have cryostats with multiplexed readout elec-
tronics and optical access. The arrays have to
be tested for yield, the critical temperature of
the transition-edge sensors, the saturation power
of the bolometers, noise, optical efficiency, band
shape, polarization properties, and beam pat-
tern.

3.4.4 Readout

The TES bolometers in polarbear-2 will be
read out using the frequency-domain SQUID
multiplexing technique that has been used
successfully for apex-sz, spt, ebex, and
polarbear-1 [14, 8, 6]. With this technology,
a set of sinusoidal bias carriers are synthesized
and injected to the sub-Kelvin stage on a sin-
gle wire to bias a set of 32 TES bolometers in a
multiplex module. Each TES in a module is in
series with a resonant LC filter that defines its
unique bias frequency. Because the amplitude
for each detector’s sinusoidal bias can be chosen
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• Upgrade of POLARBEAR

• dichroic detector (150+220GHz)

• increased number of detectors (7,588 
bolometers) with larger multiplexed 
SQUID readout

• Better sensitivity for r and neutrino mass with 
a combination of deep/shallow observations

!"#$%&'&()&*$+*,-./0/

!"#$%$&'$("%()*+,-,".-+"/*01,$2"*1",3$"%-((&$(4"



Summary
• POLARBEAR is a ground-based experiment in the 

Atacama desert of Chile,  built to detect CMB B-
mode polarization with a1,274-TES bolometer array.

• Engineering run at California shows the entire system 
of POLARBEAR works well.

• POLARBEAR started the deployment in Chile in 
September 2011 and achieved first-light in January 
2012.

• We will start science observation shortly.

• We already have started developments for the next 
upgrade of POLARBEAR-2.
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Updates will be reported in
 http://bolo.berkeley.edu/polarbear/

http://bolo.berkeley.edu/polarbear/
http://bolo.berkeley.edu/polarbear/


backup slides
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Experimental Overview
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Detector Antenna coupled Superconducting TES Bolometer
1274 bolos, 637 pairs

Sensitivity ~0.5mK sqrt(sec)/bolometer

Readout Frequency Domain Multiplexed (8ch) Readout w/ 
SQUID

Observation 
Frequency

150GHz

Telescope Off-axis Gregorian Dragone

Site Atacama Desert, Chile (Altitude: ~5200m)

Polarization 
Modulation

Half-wave Plate and Sky Rotation

Sky Coverage 700deg2 deep observation



POLARBEAR Receiver

• Focal Plane, bolometer stage: 0.26K

Cold Reimaging Optics

Rotating HWP
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Pulse Tube Cooler He Sorption
Refrigerator

SQUID

IR blocking filters



POLARBEAR site (before deployment)

• POLARBEAR site (~5200m altitude) on the 
Atacama plateau, Chile, in Summer 2011
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ALMA Telescope 
will be here


